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For novice blues harmonica players who want EVERYTHING that beginner can possibly need at a

surprisingly reasonable cost, here's the ticket: You get the MBH Beginners Special--four beginners'

videos with the tab sheets thrown in for free, all in one big zip file--PLUS the following: Raw Beginners

Start Here (video) Oh Susanna (video + tab) Counting and Playing 12-bar Blues (video + tab) Blues

Harmonica Playalong Sessions (jam tracks + one-hour video on how to use them) These videos are

hosted by Adam Gussow. A member of the duo Satan & Adam and a noted one-man-band performer in

his own right, Gussow is also the creator/webmaster of Modern Blues Harmonica and the host of "Adam

Gussow's Dirty-South Blues Harp Channel" at YouTube. After working through these lessons, and with

sufficient practice, you'll know how to hold the harmonica and make wah-wah and warbling sounds; you'll

know how to produce clear and sonorous single notes, double stops, and chords; you'll be able to play

your way through two different 12-bar blues songs plus a folksong standard; you'll have a solid chord

rhythm under your belt; you'll be able to produce a bluesy bent note; you'll understand the inner logic of

the all-important 12-bar blues pattern; you'll have a bunch of jam tracks to boogie along with; and you'll be

filled with ideas for HOW to jam along. You'll be supercharged! These files would cost you $48 if

purchased individually, but YOU GET THEM ALL FOR ONLY $35. Other online blues harmonica

instructors charge more than $100 for their all-inclusive beginners packages, but you can cut right to the

heart of the blues harp tradition for a fraction of that cost with what I'm offering here. NOTE: For best

results, please work through these lessons in the following order: 1) Raw Beginners Start Here 2) Oh

Susanna 3) Floyd's Hotel 4) Shuffle Blues Rhythm 5) Counting and Playing 12-bar Blues 6) Stompin' 7)

Bending the 4 Draw 8) Blues Harmonica Playalong Sessions For descriptions of the contents of these

individual lessons, plus free previews, please access the individual files from "the store" at Modern Blues

Harmonica. ADDITIONAL NOTE: These lessons will download as the following collection of files:

MBH.Beginners Special.zip Raw Beginners Start Here!.mov Oh Susanna (Gussow.mov) Oh Susanna.pdf

Counting and Playing 12 bar Blues.zip Blues Harmonica Play Along Sessions.zip Another Modern Blues

Harmonica Production (modernbluesharmonica.com)
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